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Abstract :  Modern power system have large amount of generation from fossil fuels which provide high degree of reliability and 

sustainability but produce carbon and pollute the environment from green-house gasses. Distributed generation (DG) is the best 

alternative to reduce such problems but DG installations have their own problems of reliability and installed near consumer end need 

bidirectional power flow. Smart grid provides the solution by controlling the power consumption through Demand Side Management 

(DSM). Demand Side Management (DSM) is much needed requirement to control the consumption at distribution side, objective of 

the paper is to compare the two latest technologies of DSM through literature review, which are Time-of Utilization (TOU) and 

Stepwise Power Tariff (SPT). TOU is the methodology used to reduce the difference between peak and normal hour power 

consumption and STP is divided the power consumption in several parts and reduce the cost. Both these methodologies are used 

together for better results as future scope. 

 

Index Terms – demand side management (DSM); time of utilization (TOU); stepwise power tariff (SPT); renewable energy 

sources (RES); DG’s; demand management 

 

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 

Consumption of electrical energy is increasing day by day, all the consumers take the advantage of electrical equipments for their 

luxury and time saving property of equipment’s. Worldwide electricity consumption will estimate to escalate by 93 % from 20.2 TkWh 

(Trillion kilowatt hour) in 2010 to 39 TKWh in 2040.  Most of the energy is generated by fossil fuels but emit CO2 and green house 

gasses. Introduction of distributed generators (DG’s) are give the way to reduce the problem of environmental pollution created by 

fossil fuels. Generation of energy from DG’s is increasing and to manage the generation and consumption in smart manner need a smart 

grid. The smart grid is an intelligent node that can operate, interact and communicate to make the power system efficient and procure 

economical energy for their consumers [2]. To get the more flexibility in operation microgrid is introduced. A microgrid is cluster of 

small scale controllable and non-controllable micro size generating sources connected at consumer end [3]. To properly utilize and to 

save the energy, demand management (DM) is needed. The objective of demand management is to embolden the consumers for shift 

their load to normal generation hours from peak hours. DM can be classified into 2 main categories demand response (DR) and demand 

side management (DSM) Demand response is compassionate method to encourage the consumers to demonically shift their electric 

demand as per the signals provided by utilities, such as emergency request. Mainly this technique is used in emergency or used to avoid 

blackouts. Other side DSM is an approach has the objective to make our consumers energy efficient for long term. DSM can be 

designed to control the electricity consumption of individual users. Demand can be managed by reducing the cost of electricity during 

low load period but if all consumers shift their load in low price duration unfortunately a new peak is generate during normal hours [4]. 

Electricity consumption is charged as per the flat rate tariff, various tariff arrangements are available to encourage the society to reduce 

the cost such as TPT (Two Part Tariff), TOU (Time of Use) and SPT (Stepwise Power Tariff) etc. TPT divides the overall tariff into 

two parts, capacity price and energy price it enhanced the load rate and reduce the difference between peak and normal load [5].  TOU 

is an impressive model to eliminate the peaks it is an effective method of DSM (demand side management) [6]. The approach 

encourages the consumers to manage their load from peak to normal hours and reduce the peak hour duration [7]. SPT demarcate the 

electricity consumption into various step based on constraints and give the premium for different consumers [8].   

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

 
Fig-1 Domestic energy system with DGs and Storage (Ref.-9) 
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The renewable energy sources such as small scale solar and wind based generators will supply to consumers at vary less per unit 

cost. Fig 1 illustrate the household model of energy generation and consumption consist of DG’s i.e. solar and wind generation, storage 

units, and domestic appliances such as washing machine, refrigerator, air conditioner under demand side management.  

Operation patterns can be categorized into three types Baseline load, uninterrupted loads and interrupted loads. Baseline loads are 

not properly scheduled and required immediate supply whenever is needed such as lighting, uninterrupted loads can’t be stopped once 

they started such as dish washer, refrigerators and interrupted loads can be interrupted and any instant of time such as air conditioners 

[9]. The basic requirement of the real time pricing is to schedule the slots of all loads properly but the limitations of the methodology is 

that it need the online support at all instance to aware the consumers. 

 
III. STEPWISE POWER TARIFF 

STP is also called progressive electric tariff system. Electricity consumption from different loads is divided in N number of steps 

which include the electrical appliances worked in one step and unit price charge for that particular step. The objective function of SPT 

is to maximize the energy saving during a day. If average peak is generated at 6 o’clock in the evening the interrupted loads will 

manage at different times of extra stored energy is supplied during these hours. The method will finalize the cost of consumption based 

on constraints, if the DGs are used as constraints consumer will aware about the DG installation.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig-2 Flowchart for stepwise power tariff 

 

Step1: Initialize the number of consumers are connected in a microgrid. 

Step2: Calculate the load of different households. 

Step3: Define the constraints for stepwise power tariff and divide consumption in steps. 

Step4: Calculate the energy cost for overall microgrid. 

Step5: If calculated cost is higher than the flat rate tariff, reschedule the load profile. 
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IV. TIME OF UTILIZATION 

TOU is the method based on rescheduling the load timing from peak hour to normal hours. The loads of all consumers are divided 

into three categories baseline load, uninterrupted load and interrupted load. Interrupted loads are the target load to reschedule through 

TOU. Shiftable loads can be start early or late from their schedule time to reduce the peak. The method is used to reduce the peak hour 

generation as well generate the profit for consumers. Per hour cost is Calculate from the Scheduling compared with flat rate tariff and if 

the per hour cost is less use the methodology otherwise again reschedule. 

Step 1. Figure out the shiftable loads (Interrupted Loads) 

Step 2.Specify the earlier start time and late start time of the equipments  

Step 3: Check whether the loads can be shifted  

Step 4: Shift the loads if possible and calculate the savings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.-3 Flowchart for Time of utilization 

V. CONCLUSION 

In some regulated markets, SPT is adopted with increasing stepwise electricity tariffs to encourage the residents to use electricity 

efficiently for the simple fact that the more the electricity consumption, the higher the electricity bill payment. Furthermore, the 

practice of TOU could reduce the difference of electricity demand between peak and valley periods, and is therefore an effective way 

for valley filling and peak shaving. For example, TOU tariff may bring about higher average electricity consumption and lower 

payments by residential consumers while SPT brings about the opposite effects. Both these techniques are provided for better 
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utilization of electric energy and try to use most of the generation through DG’s if future if both methodologies used simultaneously 

to reduce the reliability on fossil fuels it may give better results. 
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